million-dollar wound; mentioned in ref. to Kabya, needs to be set up earlier.
buttcann

--receptacle for cigarettes, as in "He flipped the cigarette into the buttcann."
latrine rumor
p. 32, another day in the war; cd use again as a reprise; what was the count up to by now
caught a packet (wounded or killed)
If Ben were writing this, he would pause about here, to consider the python nest of war enwrapping the world those early weeks of 1944.

At the time, he was hiking the shoreline...

Schumurt raids, p.126-7
Cossino, pp.130-1
Am 21D, p.136
p.137 summary: Ukraine etc.
War II lingo

The forward area

- Double silver bus of a full bit.
- Pony edition (of a news magazine)

Pyle, Brave Man:

- (He) is a case. p. 152
- Rough ("The cool he rough even back home") p. 154
- Wetterman's hands (have time's hands. same as gypsies) p. 154
- Platform 4ft 40 men (p. 195); one who asked to be hospital to private"
Waltzing/2

Pyle, Brave Man
-198: helmets filled w/ c. notions @ last chow before attack

-199: let her roll (kept machine gun firing)

-199: "itch of a thing"

-200: "All night, let's get along" (smear mold); asked "my turn"

-252: Yamauchi foot; change seems fast because foot and swell

254: black hair stood up & snarled back

- right hand & must hand"
(the Russians and their) tongue-stiffening booze
"Captain? The Russians are at the Elbe."
gold star banners
Carol's recollection

I remember these banners hanging in some windows. These would be old-fashioned windows with a lock in the middle, and the banners would be held by gold-colored heavy twine, with tassels at the ends.

The banners themselves were of satin or a satin-like material and probably were a little larger than typing paper. There would be a red border all around, perhaps an inch and a half wide. The interior would be white.

Those with gold stars showed that the household had lost a family member in the military. Those with blue stars indicated that a family member was in service.

The banners were held firm by a dowel running through a hem at the top, and the gold twine was attached to that.
Alan Morehead, p. 58: the front as a moving precipice
Thornton Wilder bio: military notes
Alan Moorhead, p. 58—the front as a moving precipice
Paul St. Pierre, in forword to *Breaking Smith's Quarter Horse*:

"A story made some sort of order to men's affairs, but not too much."
The armed forces were 00 million human moving parts.
who ate green lieutenants for breakfast
Campaigns of WWII Day by Day

p. 103—(battle of Kharkov) "When the attack was launched, tank commanders were not hampered by rigid instructions from the rear but were allowed to use their Fingerspitzengefühl (fingertip feeling)."
the seeds of death
Time zones of the world of war cut back through centuries, indiscriminate of...
clock niceties.
Darius for WWII: wardrobe of goosesteppers, instead of trousseau?
also: fields of death refce: Across them now, though, big bugs etc.—instead use, Hitler, Mussolini, Franco.
also: still citing Hitler. Other noons, other years, it had been Mussolini and Franco.
also: Spain was gone, under the spurs of Franco. Austria, Hitler's as of last spring. Now the German maniac hungered for Prague.
Living on tube steak. (eating weiners)
up the gigi (WWII saying?)
see Jack Schultz material in "WWII details" file
New Guinea, green as parrot puke (have someone say?)
England, green as a duke's billiard table
flight line:

thumbs up to start engine
time in grade (Ben's)
general or lt colonel: "Who cut those orders?" (i.e., sending Ben to England)
piss cutter: "our name for the jaunty fore-and-aft overseas khaki cap that we perched along the side of our heads" (Alvin Josephy, A Walk Toward Oregon, p. 186)
The last good officer that the enlisted men knew of was Hannibal, who called in the elephants to give the goddamned enemy something to think about.

The enlisted men incontrovertibly believed the rank of lieutenant was reserved for those who could not find their ass with both hands.
titleless wonders (xxx military clerks)
East Base hangar plastered w/ "war effort" posters
two Jima: 145
p. 53 - Feb. 19, landing
p. 59 - Surnace o. Endymion; "had brought Adm. Mitscher's mighty Task Force 58 w/ him."
Day of Bomb
Don Kungman

B-29

... Emola Gay specially hit B-29; Aug 6, '45 Hiroshima
The Pacific is belted by (earthquake faults, volcanoes).
Hunting of Smoke

26 - This simply repays all wearsome days we have spent on billowy ocean.

Job brevity: Revere precious bandannas.
1. Holiday's altitude
2. 43 - biggest novel booth ever
21. Deadlights on port/hulk
23. Mahan
46. "...Japanese will be spoken only in hell."
58. Tokyo R gets on short wave
141. Kamikaze attacks, fall '44
155. Shipboard smokes
160. Firebombs
163. Tokyo Rose 'Zero Flies'
205. Jocko stick
220. "Win a War of Warring: firepower"
246. jeep carrier thick names
247. "CVE: Constructed, Vulnerable, and Unsinkable"
Sea...

264 - shells o' head like zipper
303 - .30/2 Kamikaze
327 - Typhoon
332 - Kamikaze toll on ships
335 - another Typhoon! (Walt's?)
"12 O'Clock"

"Fist gun in the amber"
"had it"
"cat rant"

"Point it my codin"

"And got it" (shouted)
iron-tailed

"Head in it..."

"Whole show"

"Got 'budge on me"

66-1 parade files down

"Stand at attention"

"Pass: brush"
Manchester

10 - camel helmet cover
12 - rip cover to campsite
15 - leatherneck
16 - initials vs. name
21 - stop capita?
45 - playing amb右 (ce
51 - Cristo
61 - anthem K imigayo
1E5 - black-white tension
186 - wash to hot before belongings...
188 - circus atmosphere
197 - route thru plant
205 - ground loops
207 - cable gram
   - chilled beer
210 - war summary, late '43
217 - chest plates
219 - shadows on cloud
221 - mask
228 - replacing
238 - accepting times
   - Hitler as dead
243 - meaning 25 in mission
142 - Wing at 5X45x
143 - Murdoc's end
- part vendor
146 - money/ghost
147 - amen white
151 - exhibit/viangth
157 - em radio
160 - relax be y'm message
163 - threating etc.
170 - very circle of war
171 - clump & clutter 7 guns
172 - detached
173 - fast like petals
175 - fast 9 ammene
49 - TCI - H for Helene
50 - booby trap of officers
   - officers' club: Duffy's Tavern
51 - VD note
52 - playboy
53 - movie
54 - movie with La Cagou
   - B-17 small sta.
55 - quality 7 subscription
56 - playboy, video
57 - Northern Lambert
58 - anchor
59 - witness
60 - readiness details
61 - small 1 shell
62 - cold
115 - in transit
Bandwind
10 - The Brass
   ping of trumpet
11 - When playing maps
13 - departure from routine ominous
14 - "We're here..."
   - handsstand (on one arm)
15 - sound of warm-up generators
16 - last of
18 - mindlessness
20 - Maxwell Tel, A 1a.
21 - 50th AF precedence
22 - D-K gate in item?
23 - "fund n'tl address 7 dragons"
24 - "Brescia panic!"
27 - flaming coffee
   - Lenin, Arnold etc. supported Billy Mitchell
31 - worked w/ Jewish refugees
32 - classification office
   - bed w/ broken camera
35 - was going badly; get detail
36 - claustrophobia
37 - even corrodes like gangrene
40 - plane as captive
   - smell of hot metal/gunpowder
   - riding in; more
   - "furniture"
41 - pamphlet's picture; have been told to clothe them?
   - position of H4 crew
43 - B-17 F
   - "hauntry"; coarse pilot
44 - cock wagon
45 - tap on head
245- frosted windows
249-  w/s office
badlands - block 1176 - RKO - muddy music
- stage chm - writing thru line, NY
- Pat & Shill
- Thos Mitchell
- Doc Holliday
- 13 hands hi & cut as large ear
- stuff in dialog + camera motion
- New Western
- Shunt - I don't mind to shoot @ all.
- Baker: '3 A over 3 yrs
- 13 couns w/ horse, short @ footage
- danger music, in stable
- weather in storm
- Rio MacDade / mule / 13 mils 60
- Pitchfork / Wagon
Shoot middle of whistle
-着眼 by arrow
- P & sw/ 3 steps
- smoke ring engulfed by P &

Dog and purity, you & me for god Y'all
- horse pulls him from water
- Kil shot; Jane muddy
- Doggin' girl; leans over, much focus
- Jane purity/ lift close in a camera
- hand in lens
- tidy, crap out
- on horse

TH sign
the inflections of war (the Eastern Front strongest...)
The Enemy Below (UK5)

Cadog - "Got a scoop"
all anybody aboard plank
jump in it up (juice it up)
under water search gear
big boat
n U Hands man yu bad stin
helmets & life jackets
... manned & steady

Hanks speed

Sonar operator (?)
Pine/Ping
Set pattern for 75
Set speed
standing by to pin
1
2
3
You're out tomorrow.
Tape thin decoder
/ethometer
Listen on hydrophone
Moosly cavities
cut in on speaker
--Where was his HQ in June '44?

--destroyer as escort vessel?
song fragment:

What can I say or do / When the choice is losing you...
Linda Skinner--2nd folder MHS oral history summaries

p. 3--owned a radio at Ft. Peck, most people did. At night cd get Chicago and Denver stations, local stations drowned them out during the day.

Cd be scanned for info on Ft. Peck housing.

Alden Canterbury, 2nd folder MHS oral history summaries

p. 3--remembers radio station in Des Moines that you could get early in morning.